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G B Shaw

say “Why not” ?

You see the things and say “Why” ?
But I dream of things that never were and 

Dear Parents & Students, 

We	are	proud	to	announce	the	onset	of	the	Dynasty	stands	as	a	mark	for	

the	finest	schools	in	the	country	as	it	propagates	an	environment	conducive	

to	learning	is	propagated	keeping	in	mind	the	future	of	our	inquisitive	and	

zestful	dynastians.

John	Dewey	correctly	said	that	Education	is	not	preparation	for	life;	Education

	is	life	itself.	Education	is	not	just	text	book	learning	that	ends	in	school	but

	it	is	a	life	long	journey	that	starts	in	one's	formative	years.

Education	is	the	sculpting	of	the	individual.	It	is	the	means	for	the	individual	

to	find	his	purpose	in	life	and	to	fulfill	this	purpose	with	the	greatest	passion,

thereby	contributing	to	the	nation.	The	quality	of	education	we	provide	today	

is	the	determining	factor	behind	the	course	our	society	will	take	in	future.

At	Dynasty,	we	are	committed	to	facilitate	a	conducive	learning	environment

of	the	highest	possible	standards,	so	that	we	can	develop	the	finest	individuals,	

capable	of	value	adding	in	the	society.	We	value	the	uniqueness	of	each	child	

as	both	a	gift	and	an	opportunity

We	take	pride	in	the	faculty	and	the	methodologies	implemented	at	this	fine	institution	that	does	more	than	just	imparting

knowledge.	Building	character	and	empowering	each	student	to	be	an	enthusiastic	lifelong	learner	is	the	aim	of	our	institution.	

For	a	child	to	blossom	to	his	maximum	potential,	an	understanding	family	combined	with	stimulating	learning	opportunities

at	school	is	required.	I	look	forward	to	your	support	to	make	our	dream	become	a	reality.

Our
PATRON’S MESSAGEPATRON’S MESSAGE

Mrs Bimla Verma
Chief Patron DIS



mission

  Our Mission is to educate our children not merely for living but for life.A life lived should 

                       be meaningful, positive and propelling towards the intended goal. Children 

     under our guidance could aim for the so called impossible, build a strong willpower which 

     would give them the strength to achieve, achievable according to aptitude of the individual 

     child, synchronized in a harmonious environment. A child after 16 years of education in 

                                                          Dynasty develops a spirit of universal humanism and a 

                                                                                                                           cosmic vision.

                                                                                                             

DIS ’ primary aim is to strive towards excellence. We aspire that our students 

                 emerge excellent not just in academics and intellectual awareness but also 
grow physically agile, morally upright, aesthetically appreciative and spiritually 
enlightened. We look forward to an educational system that will help enhance the
child’s cognitive growth, his analytical, problem solving, and decision-making skills.
We crave to see our children grow to become truly secular by inculcating in them a
healthy respect for all religions and a proper understanding of their social
responsibilities in our pluralistic society. Our children will definitely emerge as global
leaders in their respective areas with a balanced growth in their personality with the
technology, the individuality, the independence, the cultures, the traditions and valued
the nation.

We crave to see our children grow up as responsible, bright, happy, compassionate, 

self-reliant and productive citizen of the country and the world.

We make and endeavour to strengthen the healthy roots of our society. Living in 

harmony with the inherited wealth of natural environment and the collective heritage is
the only way to a sustainable world.We  have begun this journey with an earnest 
desire and a prayer to see our dreams come true.
 

 said- ‘Let our legacy be one of action, a generation of Terri-McPherson

                 doers, who prayed deeply and in earnest for the strength, the determination 
and conviction, to use our God-given gifts justly, Yes we have the capacity and the 
power within us to transform the world and so we are striving towards it. Here we, 
teachers, students, parents and community make an effort to work in tandem to help 
each other achieve higher outcomes. It entails excitement, enjoyment, empowerment 
                                                                                    and enhanced performance and 
                                                                                                                achievements.

 

Vision

The 

School EmblemSchool Emblem

At Dynasty, to make the world aware of indomitable courage we have formed four logos to define ourselves and 

imbibe the positive these elements in our “future leaders”, our students.

 is a symbol of divine energy. Fire represents the energy of sun and life. We foster the very energy of the Sun byFIRE,
                   making our students outshine the rest and making them understand the importance of this life which God has
                   provided them with and to live life with compassion towards all.

 the energy of earth is nurturing and grounding, inducing togetherness and closeness. Additionally it stimulatesEARTH,
                   learning and knowledge. And this is what we aspire to achieve at Dynasty and make our students imbibe the same in 
                   their lives. Their lives need these pillars of strength to make a mark for themselves in this competitive world.

is a crucial element because it constantly moves, carries and accumulates, through the environment. Flowing WATER, 
                   water is very relaxing and soothes the spirit .Similarly we want our students to spread freshness wherever they go
                   and avoid stagnation in life.

 we can't live without this important element of nature and it comes to all unbiased. Hence we want our students toAIR,
                   inculcate in them the basic humanitarian values and love all, without any prejudices.

Hence Dynasty International School would be remembered in years to come by our blooming buds whom we have  nurtured 

and fostered the energy of the elements of nature.

We propagate and strongly believe in ..... “TOGETHER WE GROW” ..........!
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We believe that every  child is unique. Each one has a different pace of learning, which needs to be discovered

by the school. Therefore, Dynasty International School strives to  understand and fulfill the individual needs of each

and every learner.

We tickle the imagination of our children so that they can grasp faster. We encourage them to explore, experience, experiment and

discover their own path. We provide them with a stimulating environment where love, affection and joy brings out the best

in them.

We have an education system that builds the character of students and empowers them in all aspects of mental, emotional, 

social and spiritual growth.
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Exeperiment

Creative PhilosophyCreative Philosophy

"Education	is	the	passport	to	the	future,	for	tomorrow	belongs	to	those	who	prepare	for	it	today."

Our	curriculum	brings	to	the	learners	the	best	of	both	the	worlds.	It	unites	the	educational	approach	in	India	and	in		the	West,	to

form	a	program	of	study	that	ensures	a	sense	of	identity,	spiritualism	and	ethics	in	the	learners	with	a	scientific	understanding	

of	their	individual	needs.

With	a	curriculum	designed	and	developed	by	the	National	Council	of	Educational	Research	and	Training	(NCERT),	we	prepare	

our	learners	for	the	All	India	Secondary	School	Certificate	Examination	(AISSCE)	conducted	by	the	Central	Board	of	Secondary

Education	(CBSE)	for	class	12.

"Integrated,	challenging	&	comprehensive	International	curriculum"

At	Dynasty,	a	personalized	curriculum	design	looks	after	the	different	needs	of	the	different	children	enabling	every	child	to	

realize	his/her	highest	potential	in	varied	aspects	of	life	&	development.	At	all	stages	the	school		ensures	that	students	become

	enlightened	learners,	develop	positive	skills	and	attitudes		and		become	confident	personalities.

ACADEMIC CURRICULUM
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AdvantagesAdvantages

Class Rooms:  Each	 Classroom	 is	
equipped	with	interactive	white	boards	&	
projector	screens.

Virtual Science Labs: These	labs	allows	
the	 teachers	 	 demonstrate	 experiment	
virtually	through	simulation.

Computer Labs: At	 Dynasty	 we	 have	
multiple	computer	labs	one	for	the	orchid	
section	class	prenur	to	IInd	one	classes	
III	 XII	 with	 the	 latest	 gadgets	 and	
software.

Language Lab:	Our	lab	is	a	state		of	the		
art	 teaching	 &	 research	 facility	 which	
concentrates	 primarily	 on	 acoustic	
analysis	of	spoken	language.

Library:	The	DIS	school	library	can	boast	
of	being	one	of	the	best.

Infirmary: An	infirmary	is	available	 for	
medical	attention	at	all	times.

Cafeteria:	 The	 School	 has	 a	 hygienic	
cafeteria	 manage	 by	 caterers	 who	
provide	nourshing	snacks	&	drinks.

Theatre room:	 Children	 are	 given	 the	
best	 oppourtunities	 to	 develop	 their	
p o t e n t i a l s 	 o u t s i d e 	 c l a s s r o o m	
curriculums.

Smart Class Rooms     3 D lab     Virtual lab      Language lab      E-  learning    

Reading Room      Auditorium      Swimming pool     Theater room     Power back-up 

R.O. Water     Sensor Water Taps     Sensor Urinals



S P O R T S

A I M To identify the needs 
of the individual 
student & provide
challenging learning 
environment within 
the P.E curriculum

To provide a 
supportive learning 
environment which is
low in stress and high 
in challenge.

To provide 
appropriate 
enrichment activities 
that develops 
knowledge of 
physical activity

swimming     basketball    football     volleyball     handball  

badminton    horseriding     skating     taekwondo  

OUTDOOR

..... & Many more

INDOOR

table tennis     chess     carrom      yoga     aerobics

DIS offers top of line sports, swimming being  

one of them as part of its mission to foster a 
holistic learning experience. We have two 
swimming pools. The sanitary and hygienic  
conditions of which are especially  taken care.

Dyna s t y   i s  an  arden t  p roponen t  o f 

extracurriucular activities for personal growth 
& development.

Sports persons are not born but made .....



beyond Academiabeyond Academia

a place 
where ......

knowledge is about

going beyond text books ......
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there are no end

to possibilities
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The	Academic	Session	commences	in	April	every	year	and	consists	of	two		terms.	

April	to	September	and	October	to	March.

The	Application	for	Registration	is	attached	with	this	prospectus.	The	Registration	Form	along	with	Registration	

Free	should	be	deposited	at	the	School	Reception.	The	Registration	Fee	is	non		refundable.

Kindly	note.	The	process	of	Registration	does	not	guarantee	admission.

At	Dynasty	International		we	believe	that	there	are	three	pillars	that	ensure	scholastic	

		success	:		the	child, the	school		and		the	parent.

Registration/Admission

The Edunation
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... we look at what needs to be done 

... nothing stands still for very long... I N Q U A L I T Y

I S O 9 0 0 1

I S O 9 0 0 1 - 2 0 0 8
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